Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The DIA method for the detection, identification and adaptation of mismodelling errors combines estimation with testing. This combination of estimation and testing can be rigorously captured in the *DIA estimator* as introduced in (Teunissen [@CR18]). The DIA method has already been widely employed in a variety of applications, such as the quality control of geodetic networks and the integrity monitoring of GNSS models, see, e.g., (DGCC [@CR3]; Teunissen [@CR16]; Salzmann [@CR12]; Tiberius [@CR22]; Perfetti [@CR10]; Khodabandeh and Teunissen [@CR6]; Zaminpardaz et al. [@CR25]).

In this contribution, as an important example of multiple hypothesis testing, datasnooping (Baarda [@CR1], [@CR2]; Teunissen [@CR15]) is presented in the context of the DIA method. In doing so, we make use of the partitioning of misclosure space based on which we discuss the datasnooping decision probabilities and the construction of the corresponding DIA estimator. Through this partitioning, the distribution of the misclosure vector can be used to determine the correct detection (CD) and correct identification (CI) probabilities of each of the alternative hypotheses, as well as their corresponding minimal biases, the minimal detectable bias (MDB) and the minimal identifiable bias (MIB). We highlight their difference by showing the difference between their corresponding contributing factors. We also investigate the circumstances under which two or more hypotheses are *nonseparable* and discuss the relevant corrective actions including 'remeasurement', 'adaptation' or stating that the solution is 'unavailable'. Of these, the adaptation step is the most involved and will be discussed in more detail.

This contribution is structured as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly review the DIA method, describe the steps of DIA-datasnooping and define its corresponding DIA estimator. We hereby highlight the role played by the chosen partitioning of misclosure space. In Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, the decision probabilities of DIA-datasnooping are discussed, whereby between the following events are distinguished: correct acceptance (CA), false alarm (FA), correct/missed detection and correct/wrong identification. It is hereby highlighted that the MDB provides information about correct detection and *not* about correct identification. A high probability of correct detection does namely not necessarily imply a high probability of correct identification, unless one is dealing with the special case of having only one single alternative hypothesis.

As identification of hypotheses becomes problematic if the misclosure vector has the *same* distribution under *different* hypotheses, we study its consequences for the identification and adaptation steps in Sect. [4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}. We discuss the corrective actions one can choose from in terms of 'remeasurement', 'adaptation' or stating that the solution is 'unavailable'. Of these, the adaptation step is the most involved. By means of a theorem on the equivalence between the nonseparability of hypotheses and the inestimability of parameters, we demonstrate that one can forget about adapting the *complete* vector of unknowns for hypotheses that are nonseparable. However, it is demonstrated that there may exist parameter functions for which adaptation is still possible. It is shown how this adaptation looks like and how it changes the structure of the DIA estimator.

To illustrate and explain the performance of the various elements of DIA-datasnooping, the theory is applied to selected examples in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}. The following three different cases are treated: height-difference observations of a leveling network, distance measurements of a horizontal geodetic network and pseudorange measurements between a single ground station and GPS satellites. We analyze how geometry changes in the measurement setup affect the testing procedure, including its partitioning of the misclosure space, and the corresponding CD probabilities (MDB) and CI probabilities (MIB). We also demonstrate that for a given bias-to-noise ratio and a false alarm probability, the ordering of the CD probabilities of the alternative hypotheses is not necessarily the same as that of their CI probabilities. It is also shown if two alternative hypotheses, say $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Detection, identification and adaptation (DIA) {#Sec2}
==============================================

DIA in brief {#Sec3}
------------
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The validity of the null hypothesis can be violated if the functional model and/or the stochastic model is misspecified. Here we assume that a misspecification is restricted to an underparametrization of the mean of *y*, which is the most common error that occurs when formulating the model. Thus, the alternative hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As one often will have to consider more than one single alternative hypothesis, the statistical model validation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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DIA-datasnooping {#Sec4}
----------------

So far, no assumption was made about the structure of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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DIA estimator {#Sec5}
-------------

As the above three steps show, DIA-datasnooping combines estimation with testing. By using a canonical model formulation and a partitioning of misclosure space, a unifying framework to rigorously capture the probabilistic properties of this combination was presented in Teunissen ([@CR18]). It was there also shown how the combined estimation-testing scheme could be captured in one single DIA estimator. The DIA estimator is a function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 1 {#FPar1}
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### Proof {#FPar2}
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It will be clear that the conditions of the above Lemma may not always be fulfilled. The question is then which strategy to follow to deal with such a situation. Should one decide for 'undecidedness' if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Detection versus identification {#Sec6}
===============================

The probabilities {#Sec7}
-----------------
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Minimal detectable bias (MDB) {#Sec8}
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Minimal identifiable bias (MIB) {#Sec9}
-------------------------------

It is important to realize that the MDB provides information about correct detection and *not* correct identification. A high probability of correct detection does therefore not necessarily imply a high probability of correct identification (cf. [15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}), unless we have the special case of only a single alternative hypothesis. In case of multiple hypotheses, one can define the MIB of the alternative hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Although computation of ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) is not trivial, we can still assess the behavior of CI probability in relation to the contributing factors. To simplify such assessment, we make use of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2 {#FPar3}
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Nonseparable hypotheses {#Sec10}
=======================

Identifying nonseparable hypotheses {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------
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### Proof {#FPar6}
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Adaptation for estimable functions {#Sec12}
----------------------------------

The above theorem has shown that one can forget about adapting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical analysis {#Sec13}
==================

In this section, we apply the theory of the previous sections to some selected examples so as to illustrate and explain the performance of the various decision elements in DIA-datasnooping. The insight so obtained will also help us appreciate some of the more complex intricacies of the theory. The following three different cases are considered: height-difference observations of a leveling network, distance measurements of a horizontal geodetic network and pseudorange measurements between a single ground station and GPS satellites. We analyze and illustrate how geometry changes in the measurement setup affect the testing procedure, including its partitioning of the misclosure space, and the corresponding CD probabilities (MDB) and CI probabilities (MIB). The CD probability under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Leveling network {#Sec14}
----------------
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### Misclosure space partitioning {#Sec15}
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### CD and CI probabilities {#Sec16}
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### Impact of partitioning on CI probability {#Sec17}
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Horizontal geodetic network {#Sec18}
---------------------------

Consider a horizontal geodetic network containing *m* reference points from which we measure distances toward an unknown point to determine its horizontal coordinates. Assuming that all the measurements are uncorrelated and of the same precision, the design matrix and the observations variance matrix of the linearized model under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Misclosure space partitioning {#Sec19}
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### CD and CI probabilities {#Sec20}
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A summary of the above qualitative findings in relation to the geometry of the measuring points is given as followsIf $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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GPS single-point positioning {#Sec21}
----------------------------

Let the pseudorange observations of *m* GPS satellites be collected by one single receiver to estimate its three-dimensional position coordinates and clock error. Assuming that all the code observations are uncorrelated and of the same precision $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Misclosure space partitioning {#Sec22}
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### CD and CI probabilities {#Sec23}
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In (b), all the satellites except G4 locate *almost* on a cone with its axis shown as the *red* circle. If the satellites G1, G2, G3, G5 and G6 would have formed a *perfect* cone, then the contribution of the G4 observation to the misclosures would have been identically *zero*. This can be shown by proving that the fourth column of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion and summary {#Sec24}
======================

In this contribution, we presented datasnooping in the context of the DIA method, discussed its decision probabilities for detection and identification and showed what options one has available when two or more of the alternative hypotheses are nonseparable.

In our discussion, we emphasized the central role that is played by the partitioning of misclosure space, both in the formation of the decision probabilities and in the construction of the DIA estimator. In case of datasnooping, the partitioning is determined by the row vectors of the basis matrix of the null space of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A^{T}$$\end{document}$. Through this partitioning, the distribution of the misclosure vector can be used to determine the correct detection (CD) and correct identification (CI) probabilities of each of the alternative hypotheses. These probabilities can be 'inverted' to determine their corresponding minimal biases, the minimal detectable bias (MDB) and the minimal identifiable bias (MIB). We highlighted their difference by showing the difference between their corresponding contributing factors. In particular, it should be realized that the MDB provides information about correct detection and *not* about correct identification. A high probability of correct detection does namely not necessarily imply a high probability of correct identification, unless one is dealing with the special case of having only one single alternative hypothesis.

In the identification step, one has to ascertain whether or not all the hypotheses are identifiable. Identification of hypotheses becomes problematic if the misclosure vector has the *same* distribution under *different* hypotheses. We discussed the options one can choose from in terms of 'remeasurement', 'adaptation' or stating that the solution is 'unavailable'. Of these, the adaptation step is the most involved. By means of an equivalence between the nonseparability of hypotheses and the inestimability of parameters (cf. Theorem [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}), we demonstrated that one can forget about adapting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We applied the theory to selected examples so as to illustrate and explain the performance of the various elements of DIA-datasnooping. Three different cases were discussed in detail: height-difference observations of a leveling network, distance measurements of a horizontal geodetic network and pseudorange measurements between a single ground station and GPS satellites. We analyzed and illustrated how geometry changes in the measurement setup affect the testing procedure, including its partitioning of the misclosure space, and the corresponding CD probabilities (MDB) and CI probabilities (MIB). We also demonstrated that for a given bias-to-noise ratio and a false alarm probability, the ordering of the CD probabilities of the alternative hypotheses is not necessarily the same as that of their CI probabilities. And we showed, if two alternative hypotheses, say $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix {#Sec25}
========

Proof of Lemma 1 {#FPar9}
----------------
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Proof of Lemma 2 {#FPar10}
----------------
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Proof of Theorem 2 {#FPar12}
------------------
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